
Third Conditional

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Upon her arrival at the station she quickly recognized that she was the
central figure in the gathering crowd, and she __________________ more
than a young woman if she _______________ the most of her prominence.

1.

(be) (not/make)

would have been
had not made

If their soldiers ______________ in time, they
_________________________ him in the aggression.
2.

(arrive) (anticipate)
had arrived

would have anticipated

If he ___________ a bird, his innate horror of a cat __________________
such.
3.

(be) (be)
had been would have been

Is it not clear that if we ___________ the word (and had been known to be
able to arm), France ___________________________ to treat that fine and
rich country as a colony?

4.

(say) (not/attempt)

had said
would not have attempted

I don't think he was vain of it, he was much too ingenuous for that, but no
one ____________________ him if he ___________.
5.

(blame) (be)could have blamed had been

If you _____________, nothing ______________________.6.
(stay) (happen)

had stayed would have happened

In fact, if I __________________ to come across him, I believe he
_____________________.
7.

(not/happen) (starve)
hadn't happened

would have starved

If he __________ a little more time, he ________________________ the
whole thing himself, by pure logic.
8.

(have) (work out)
had had would have worked out

But if you ____________ the devouring furnace that has burned in me day
and night you ____________________ me.
9.

(know) (pity)
had known

would have pitied

If he ______________ so it __________________ all over with both of
us.
10.

(not/do) (be)
hadn't done would have been

If she ________________ so dreadfully unhappy he
____________________ her an infernal nuisance and hurried her departure.
11.

(not/look) (deem)

hadn't looked
would have deemed
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If our stern _______________ that whirlpool a foot, no power on earth
___________________ us.
12.

(get into) (save)
had got into

could have saved

If somebody _______________ it eighty years ago, our grandfathers
_____________________ him idiotic or mad.
13.

(foretell) (think)
had foretold

would have thought

If he ___________ that it had been through the war I
______________________ that, too.
14.

(say) (believe)
had said

could have believed

Another man _____________________ it much if he ___________ some
sacrifice to gain possession of you for life; I have spent every farthing I had in
the world to possess you for three months.

15.

(think) (make)

would have thought had made

If the students ____________ of this decision, they
__________________________ against it.
16.

(know) (remonstrate)
had known

would have remonstrated

Indignation had risen to her throat, and she ___________________ by
making some unpleasant remark to her friend, if the child
_________________ again.

17.

(end) (not/moan)

would have ended

had not moaned

From the fact I heard him in the same lecture deliver or produce remarks
in his own particular way, that, if they _____________________ properly in
print, a proper reader ________________________ them again the same
way.

18.

(passive/publish) (reproduce)

had been published
would have reproduced

If he ______________ the pitiful record with a dagger's point on her heart,
she ______________________ it more keenly.
19.

(write) (not/feel)
had written

could not have felt

They had behaved to him, they had thought of him, in consequence, more
kindly, more tenderly than if they ____________ him; in which case they
______________________ the same obligation to be careful.

20.

(love) (not/feel)

had loved
would not have felt
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